Come, explore the world of composites
Come, explore the dream

We had a dream. A dream of making composite products of unparalleled quality meeting international standards including import substitutions and thus placing ourselves in the niche circle of globally renowned composite product manufacturing companies. Our goal remains to deliver highest quality at most reasonable price meeting our customers’ expectations and the ever expanding list of our satisfied clients indicestes our achievement.

This continued success of EPP Composites Pvt. Ltd., is dedicated to team work. We acknowledge the role played by our business associates and employees. Realising the responsibility on the shoulders of each member of EPP, we endeavour to be one of the most competitive companies in the industry with emphasis on efficiency in operations, reliability for customers and thrust on innovation and development of new composite products.

Preparing for the future, we have given due consideration to key success factors to cope with the constant change. We streamline manufacturing capabilities to boost up technical expertise, to ensure high quality production and to increase cost effectiveness. Modern and well equipped R&D centre operations are being taken care of by highly skilled and efficient research engineers and associates. Our well recognised and accepted market presence with a strong product portfolio is regularly augmented with new products.

Our expansion plan to create multi location production facilities makes us believe, “India today, the world tomorrow”.

The success and reputation of EPP composites Pvt. Ltd., which started as a dream of two men is now extended to the dream of many.

Siddharth Shah  
Chairman

Jaynial Shah  
Managing Director
Explore our vision, beliefs and commitment as a means of developing a strong future.

Our Vision
- To become the world’s leading company for fibre glass composites products by 2020.
- To adopt all latest fibre glass composite manufacturing technologies.
- To cater all industrial sectors where there is a demand for composite based products.
- To create values for our customers through our products and services.
- To continue to grow as people’s company.

Our Mission
- EPP strives to provide best in class products at competitive prices with on time delivery.
- EPP believes in doing business with ethics.
- EPP is committed to deliver continual progress by adopting new technologies and practice for sustainable development.
- EPP fosters health & well being of their employee.

Core Values and Cultural priorities
- Safety, first
- Excellence in performance
- Ability to work as a team
- Integrity and transparency in practice
- Planned, prompt and punctual in action
- Responsiveness and resilience
Come, explore the power

Explore the infrastructural strength and intellectual capabilities as the means of power for brand EPP. An ISO 9001:2008 certified manufacturing facilities extends over an area of more than 2,50,000 sq. ft. EPP has made a mark by establishing almost all sorts of fiberglass composite manufacturing capabilities. Along with this, EPP has also installed latest computerized filament winding machines, Resin transfer moulding machines, Spray up machines, Vacuum Infusion facility, Compression moulding facility, Centrifugal casting, Polyurethane sandwich and Hand lay-up process.

EPP's involvement from design to commissioning in detailed project and engineering job has made it possible to develop our own designing capacity. Dedicated design and engineering capabilities have been developed at EPP keeping in mind the complex characteristics of composite material. Each product is tailor made by the experienced team of engineers with advanced engineering technology for variety of applications. All aspects of design, engineering and manufacturing are rigorously monitored by trained and experienced experts to maintain our commitment of quality.

Young and versatile personalities, Mr. Siddharth Shah and Mr. Jayraj Shah along with their team of skilled and experienced engineers, marketing personnel, technicians and supporting professionals have made it possible to achieve a benchmark growth rate.
Welcome to the world of composites, where innovation is a custom and technology, a forerunner. EPP Composites Pvt. Ltd. is one of the leading global players in the rapidly growing composite industry. The company has achieved a reputed position with more than two decades of focus on quality and customer service. Research & Development of new products in composite material is a primary aim at EPP since 1988 which has today resulted into multi divisional activities. Each division at EPP is different in action and caters varying needs of customers with concentration on turnkey services.
Come, explore the value.

Explore the values that establish satisfaction as end benefit and service as the means.

Onsite service
Onsite service and maintenance remains a critical part of every project. To cater this requirement of our clients at EPP, we have a 24 hours dedicated field service team which is always a call away for giving solutions and services. Our specially trained and customer-oriented engineers and technicians visit your site to carry out all functions related to facility and component assembly, set-up, testing, putting up operations and all desired and necessary activities are looked into with due diligence.

EPP service crew has a reputation for being onsite quicker and for finding sound solutions to emergency situations. Whether it is critical repairs or regular maintenance, a problem of underground installation or above ground installations or unexpected obstacles, all kinds of complications have been resolved by our team of well-equipped engineers in a record time.

Customer service
In today’s competitive era EPP gets inspired by a saying “customer is king”. Total customer orientation approach has been developed to streamline the development process, improve co-ordination and result in a better engineered project. Our approach works from the very basis of conceptualizing to completion of project with involvement of people who know the technology at par. At EPP our well-experienced representatives undertake a number of key customer services including in-depth technical support and product training. Short notice operational readiness is just one of the customer friendly features of our service department.

At EPP we believe in long term relationship with customers. As a result, our service does not end with the completion of our project; rather we keep on advising how to achieve optimum performance of installed pipe, plant or equipment, thus offering real worth of customers investment.
Our service attitude built up a base of repeat orders by our customers in different categories including corporate of India, State Government Projects, Central Government Projects, Municipal Corporation, Water Supply Boards, Public Undertaking Units etc.
Come explore the success